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Introduction

The air was thick with anticipation on the evening of May 23, 1864 as thousands crowded
into the meeting hall and others still poured out onto the street. The ftrebrand priest Father
Patrick Eugene Moriarty was to deliver an oration "What Right Has England to Rule in Ireland?"
to a crowd of eager, flag-waving Irish patriots. After being warmly received by the crowd,
Moriarty provoked them, asking, ''Will you obey the rule of the tyrant?" to which the crowd
vehemently and repetitively screamed "No[" The crowd hung on his every word as he ranted
against tyranny, methodically de-legitimized British rule in Ireland, and recounted the Irish
history of subjugation to the perftdious crown. Newspapers the following day lauded the success
of the talented orator; they remembered his powerful demeanor, "his brow radiant with the glow
of genius," and his passionate defense of the Irish revolutionary cause. 1 The delivery of this
oration was more than celebrated; it incurred the wrath of the local Bishop and sparked a
controversy that would challenge the very cohesiveness of the community and the resolve of the
Irish Catholic population. What seems like a scene from a meetinghouse in Ireland actually
transpired on American soil in Philadelphia in the midst of the American Civil War.
The Irish had already ftrmly settled in Philadelphia and established numerous parishes
and Catholic schools by 1864 as the Civil War raged on, and many Irish families had sent eager
sons to the battlefteld to swell the Union ranks. Many impatient Irish nationalists
enthusiastically joined the army as well. For these men, participation in battle was less for the
defense of the Union and more of an opportunity for precious military experience for ftghting in
the inevitable revolution in Ireland. The Civil War also provided an opportunity for those Irish
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Catholics who had faltered in their faith to reignite their religious devotion. In an effort to
reconcile sectional divisions within the nation and to present a unified front, the Catholic Church
sought to forge a new American identity. This new vision, which strove to eradicate the old
immigrant tradition of Catholicism, would hopefully heal a wounded nation and protect the
Church from future nativist and anti-Catholic attacks like the infamous Philadelphia Nativist
Riots of 1844. Spearheading this American movement in Philadelphia was Archbishop James
Wood, an English convert to Catholicism who would not tolerate nationalistic expressions from
the Irish or any immigrant group. His new vision excluded immigrant priests, such as the Irish
Father Moriarty, who were still strongly connected to their Irish national identity.
With the introduction into Philadelphia of the Fenian Brotherhood, the American
counterpart to the Irish Republican Brotherhood, it would become increasingly difficult to
maintain the American tradition of Catholicism. The Fenian Brotherhood was wildly popular and
existed for the purpose of providing financial support and weaponry to the Irish Brotherhood.
American priests and Bishops such as Wood who opposed Fenianism essentially felt threatened
by the force of the Fenians and their popularity among Irish Catholics. The tenets ofFenianism
and Irish nationalism were incompatible with the burgeoning American Catholic culture, and this
conflict was dramatized in the widely publicized dispute between Bishop Wood and the
outspoken and highly politicized Father Moriarty. 2
Father Moriarty, pastor of Saint Augustine's Church in Philadelphia, was just the spark
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needed to ignite the flame oflrish nationalism. He possessed the spirit and fortitude necessary to
impassion Irish Catholics-just what the Fenians had hoped tor-and he boldly celebrated Irish
nationalism-just what the clerics feared. Moriarty's persona highlights a crucial struggle
between the Fenians and the Catholic Church. The Catholic Church in America was
simultaneously moving towards Americanization-calling for national unity, solidarity,
uniformity. Energized by Moriarty's explosive personality, the Fenians took Philadelphia by
storm and garnered an impressive following. The Fenian immigrant Catholicism proved a
formidable obstacle for American Catholicism and Bishop Wood. 3
Fenianism as a movement is most often portrayed as a "colossal disaster" with no
significant ramifications for the Irish. Perhaps because the revolutionary efforts of the Fenians
were futile, the Fenians have been disregarded as an insignificant force within the Irish American
community, and scant reference is made to them in the plethora of texts which discuss the Irish
in America. The few historians who have grappled with the Fenians have confined their
examination to particular facets ofFenianism which rarely consider the religiosity of Irish
Catholics and Fenians. One such attempt is Oliver P. Rafferty's groundbreaking examination of
the complicated relationship between the Church and the Fenians, which centers upon the
bishops' failure to unify on a single policy addressing the Fenians. Rafi'erty correctly suggested
that rancorous immigrant priests proved problematic for ornery American bishops. However,
Rafferty does not address the Americanization of the Church or the conflict between Father
Moriarty and Bishop Wood. Joseph George adopts the cause ofBishop Wood in an attempt to
justify his harsh criticism and condemnation of Father Moriarty. However, his depiction of
Bishop Wood as a paternalistic figure fails to be convincing, and it fails to address Wood's lack
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of Irish Catholic support as a result of his rejection of the immigrant tradition of Catholicism.
No satisfactory explanation exists which elucidates or fully explains Wood's extreme contempt
for Moriarty or the connection of the American Catholic culture and tradition and the Fenians in
Philadelphia.

4

When Fenianism is examined alongside the Catholic Church in America, it reveals itself
to be a shaping force of and a formidable threat to American Catholic policy, which at the time
of the Fenians' existence, sought to quickly assimilate its ethnic communities. While Fenianism
in America was "both a social and a religious challenge," Fenianism as a movement was ardently
embraced by Irish Americans, and the Church and State in America did not sanction the
organization as they had in Ireland. The popularity of the American Fenians can be partly
explained by the indifference of the US government. However more relevant is the disjointed
stance that American Catholic clergy took on Fenianism. While a number of bishops such as
Wood vociferously condemned the organization, others openly or secretly endorsed the
organization in Irish American communities.
Irish Catholics and Irish immigrants were naturally drawn to opportunities to express
their Irish nationalism, but at the same time they were reluctant to defY the wishes of Bishops
who condemned nationalist expression. Eventually, Catholics who espoused Fenianism believed
that their cause was indeed divinely ordained. More unclear was the moral dilemma facing the
4
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Catholic clergy: support a nationalist movement which sought to redeem a spiritually repressed
people or resist a belligerent revolutionary group whose loyalties seemed to lay outside of the
confines of the country. Those bishops who ultimately rejected Fenianism did so not because
they loathed secret societies-which did not apply to the American branch ofFenianism-but
rather bishops saw in the Irish a strictly un-American sentiment and a strong devotion to Ireland.
Catholic bishops focused intently in "Americanizing" the wide array of Catholic immigrants,
partly so that the Catholic Church could resist attacks by nativist groups in the antebellum era. 5
The growth of the American Catholic culture, strongly advocated by Bishop Wood, was
temporarily impeded by the presence ofFenianism among Irish Catholics and the widespread
community support for the cleric Moriarty. The Philadelphia example of the feud between
Father Patrick Moriarty, a vocal Irish nationalist and Fenian supporter, and Archbishop Wood, a
convert Bishop who supported a new form of American Catholicism, places the American
Church's struggle with the Fenians into context. An examination of the evolution of American
Catholicism set against the background oflrish immigration and community is needed to explain
the tension between the Irish and the Church. Bishop Wood ultimately viewed Father Moriarty
as a threat to American Catholicism because Moriarty, in his support for a radical Irish
nationalist organization, clung too tightly to his ethnic identity, failing to fully "Americanize"
himself and his utterly devoted Irish immigrant parishioners. Consequentially, the Irish Catholic
population, in its decision to support the embattled Moriarty, its espousal of tenets ofFenianism,
and its refusal to compromise its immigrant tradition, resisted not only Bishop Wood but the
trend of American Catholicism.
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The American Catholic Church and the Immigrant Conflict

The Catholic Church's omnipresence in Irish life began with the Catholic Emancipation
Act of 1830, a product ofDaniel O'Connell and his Catholic movement. Defenders ofthe
Church sought to establish protection and the right to worship for the Catholic Church in Ireland,
a challenge due to restrictive religious conditions implemented by Great Britain. The movement
effectively pressured Parliament to remove restrictions and allow Irish Catholic politicians to
enter Parliament. The real benefactors of this movement were wealthy and middle class
Catholics-the common people were left with nothing to gain. The Catholic Church was at last
unfettered by English control and could finally assert itself as a main institution amongst the
Irish population. Now, with the legal permission to extend its influence into other aspects of
Irish life, the Catholic Church began its long and rarely uncontested reign in Ireland. 6
However, with the arrival of the potato blight and consequent waves of immigration, the
traditionally deferential Irish populace found circumstance to express discontent with British rule
in Ireland. Embittered were those who were forcibly exiled to foreign lands, and perhaps more
embittered were those who stayed behind to witness the deteriorating conditions at home. The
Great Famine devastated the Irish population with sickness, hunger, and death. The potato blight
not only devastated potato crops; combined with the government's failure to utilize available
food sources, the Famine angered Irishmen enough that a number began to radicalize,
particularly those from the neglected lower classes. These men bemoaned the landed
monopolies and crooked British policies which prevented the Irish from recovering from the
Famine. High unemployment rates and rampant disease and sickness contributed to the general
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atmosphere of discontent and desperation.

7

Agitators who were thoroughly disgusted with O'Connell's movement and with the cruel
nature of the Famine looked to the successful French Revolution and other popular uprisings as
promising examples of revolution. The year 1848 was a year of possibility throughout Europe,
the "springtime of the peoples." Liberal sentiments in Germany and Italy were widespread and
the growing middle class espoused a strong sense of nationalism. Europe's traditional
infrastructure had begun to crumble, and the power scale was beginning to tip. A number of
radical Irishmen formed the Young Ireland movement and began mobilizing for their own
revolution in 1848, one which sought the republican ideals of past revolutions. Young Irelanders
focused upon acquiring property rights for the peasant-class and strove for the creation of a
separate Irish republic from Great Britain. However, just as revolutionary agitation in Central
Europe was brutally suppressed, so was the attempt at revolution squashed by the British army
whose numbers were no match for the Young Ireland troops. Upon the failure ofthe Revolution
in 1848, many Young Irelanders sought exile to escape persecution, and America was most often
the first adopted homeland of choice. Those who stayed behind eventually reorganized due to
the dire conditions of the Potato Famine, and those still loyal to the idea of a free Irish republic
formed a new organization. The Irish Republican Brotherhood, the precursor and brother
organization in Ireland to the American Fenians, was created in 1858 in Dublin amidst troubled
times. The Irish Republican Brotherhood, referred to as the IRB, was a secret organization of
Irish nationalists, whose revolutionary and violent goals ultimately stressed the importance of
winning back the soil of Ireland. 8
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Perhaps because the Catholic Church in Ireland, which was incessantly battling
Parliament and English rule, did not expect dissent from its own patrons, its reaction to the
Brotherhood seemed unusually harsh. Cardinal Cullen of Ireland once wrote to a contemporary,
"'if ever an attempt is made to abridge the rights and liberties of the Catholic Church in Ireland,
it will not be by the English Government, nor by a 'No Popery' cry in England, but by the
revolutionary and irreligious Nationalists of Ireland.'" The Irish Catholic population was
generally pious to a fault, rarely challenging the authority of the Church and its control over their
lives. However, the Brotherhood represented a new class of Irish people; an aggregate of mostly
lower class citizens not afraid to challenge the authority of the Church by demanding its
withdrawal from political matters. Upon a closer examination of the Church's frantically
defensive stance against the Brotherhood, it is clear that the Church rejected Fenianism not only
because it was an oath-bound society but because it directly challenged the authority and
presence of the Church in Irish life. 9
Irish Brotherhood contempt tor the omnipresence of the Catholic Church was ardently
matched by the Church's contempt of secret societies and scheming revolutionaries. The
Brotherhood was cognizant of the pervasive presence of Catholicism which influenced every
imaginable aspect of Irish life. The Catholic Church wielded tremendous power and influence in
education, politics, and the economy of Ireland, and its desire to maintain this power through
entangling itself tightly with the government was even stronger. The Brotherhood rejected the
Church's attempts to gain control of the middle ruling class and thereby protect Church interests.
The Brotherhood's demand of the Church's withdrawal from the political sphere undoubtedly
struck fear into the clergy, but this fear was expressed in vociferous denunciation and
prohibition. Moreover, membership in an oath-bound society was incompatible with
9
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membership to the Catholic Church, a point zealously articulated by Cardinal Cullen, the most
persistent and ferocious contender against the Fenians. His anti-Brotherhood perception was
partially colored by his hatred for revolutionary action and his instinct for self and institutional
preservation. The Catholic Church remained highly unsupportive of the Brotherhood in Ireland,
as it viewed the secret, oath-bound organization as a "spiritual danger" to the burgeoning middle
class patrons. The Irish Republican Brotherhood, therefore, was anathema to the designs and
ambitions of the Catholic Church in Irish life, and similar circumstances would await displaced
revolutionaries across the Atlantic.

10

The distinct American Catholic culture is one in which ethnic agendas and cultural
nuances were often transcended for the sake of maintaining a thoroughly American fayade and
gaining popular acceptance as a religious entity in America. Catholics have historically diverged
on social and political issues, this difference stemming from the diverse ethnic composition of
the American Catholic community. Despite the cultural and ethnic differences, Catholics have
been united in their adherence to a universal moral code. An examination of the antebellum
years, from roughly 1830 until the Civil War, is imperative for the understanding of the
formation of the "American Catholic Culture." This culture embraced ethnic differences and
unified them under a strong sense of American patriotism. This American Catholic culture was
also forged against the pervasiveness of brash anti-Catholic and nativist sentiment ofthe 1840s
and 50s. Fenianism and its presence among Irish Catholic Philadelphians would prove to be one
of the American Catholic Church's most tenacious contenders. 11
The existence of Catholic schools in Philadelphia in the 1840s polarized Christian groups
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in the city, and the tension between Protestant and Catholic, culminated in the notorious
Kensington Riots of 1844. Because most school systems preached an anti-Catholic message, it
was crucial for the Catholic school to provide a comparable education which countered the antiCatholic sentiment of public schools for its parishioners. Upon Bishop Kenrick's entry into the
Philadelphia diocese in 1830, there were few institutional supports for the Church, and the state
of Catholic education was desperate. Kenrick initially developed scores of properly funded
Catholic schools for girls, while boys were permitted to study at public schools. Their religious
instruction was limited to the reading of the Bible every morning. Public schools included texts
which criticized the Catholic tradition in their curriculum, and most public school teachers
opened the school day with Bible instruction and reading from the King James version of the
Bible, a Protestant version not recognized as legitimate for the Catholic faith. To placate the
protests of parents and calm fears that their children would be converted to Protestantism, Bishop
Kenrick became the main voice of opposition to the forced reading of the King James version as
well as the exclusion of a Catholic version of the Bible in school. He zealously penned letters to
Catholic newspapers advising parents to protest the Protestant tyranny and to disallow their
children to participate in Bible readings and prayer services. 12
Undoubtedly, Protestants viewed the agitations ofKenrick and of Irish Catholics as
abominable because Catholics were the minority in America. Protestants and nativists saw
Catholics as "foreigners who were under the domination of a foreign ecdesiasticism whose
loyalty centered in Rome." A Protestant newspaper cried
Are we to yield our personal liberty, our inherited rights,
our very Bibles, the special, blessed gift of God to our
country, to the will, the ignorance, or the wickedness of
1
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these hordes of foreigners, subjects of a foreign despot ... ?
Protestantism at this time more closely resembled American ideals of republicanism than did
Catholicism, whose membership was increasingly foreign-born. Protestants would not acquiesce
to the protests and demands of the Catholic minority, for their doctrine and papal devotion were
perceived as antithetical to republican ideals. Additionally, Protestants feared that if Catholic
demands were heard in public schools, education would no longer contain its crucial Protestant
influence and quality. This conflict transcended religious and old world tensions; it symbolized
the native-born rejecting the establishment of foreign institutions and ideals. 13
Anti-Catholic and nativist sentiment came to fruition during the Kensington Riots,
exposing the deep ill-will that native-born Americans reserved for foreign-born "papists."
Protestants and nativists razed Catholic homes and churches, and sixteen people were killed in
the skirmishes that stretched throughout the city. Protestant and nativist publications
increasingly exaggerated the instances oflrish disloyalty to America during this period. On May
7th, 1844, a group of nativists paraded around with a tattered American flag, claiming that '"this
is the flag that was trampled under foot by the Irish papists."' Protestant newspapers mourned
'"men, murdered with ruthless ferocity, because they dare peacefully to erect that flag, which
even foreign Despots have been taught to respect. .. "' Following the riot in Southwark on
Independence Day, nativist newspapers once again lambasted the Irish Catholics and clergy.
One newspaper claimed that the Catholic clergy were "'un-naturalized foreigners, who value[ d]
not the blessings of American institutions, if they [did] not even hate the principles of our free
constitution."' Essentially, Protestants viewed the Catholics' complaints as un-American
because America was traditionally a Protestant country and Bible reading was considered to be a
"patriotic duty." The vocal complaints of the Catholics "amounted to an un-American stance by
13
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immigrant hordes who were subject to a foreign power." Eventually, after tempers had
simmered and grievances had been pushed aside, Catholics quieted their discontent and aimed to
establish themselves more firmly in the American culture. The Kensington Riots had given the
Irish Catholics too notorious a reputation, and the Catholic Church clergy encouraged their
parishioners to blend in to American society in stead of so ardently oppose it. Unfortunately, the
"foreignness" of the "Irish enemy" was constantly invoked in nativist and Protestant dialogue, a
cross that Catholics would have to bear in the years that followed. 14
The clergy was, during the antebellum period, largely composed of Irish immigrants who
were held in high regard in the immigrant community; the Irish saw '"in their priests not a
simple minister ofReligion; but their father, their magistrate, their judge, their king, their 'Papa';
their idoL"' Clerics such as Father Moriarty were acceptable, charismatic, and had the true Irish
interest in mind. The immigrant tradition of Catholicism focused upon fostering a strong ethnic
identity among Catholics as well as maintaining traditional cultural values in the new world.
Contrary to this immigrant tradition was the Romantic tradition in which native-born and
converts like Bishop Wood and Bishop Brownson believed that Catholicism should adopt
American civic values and emulate the aspects of the Constitution.

15

The Catholic Church had barely survived the riots, but no event would test its
transformative power like the American Civil War. While the Civil War enabled some Irish
Catholics to integrate themselves into the mainstream American culture, it provided an
opportunity for Irish less desirous of assimilation to radicalize and differentiate themselves based
upon their Celtic identification. Prior to the start of the war, the Boston Pilot spoke to all Irish
soldiers in America: '"Let no Irishman think that because ... he has lost an arm, an eye, or a leg,
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that he will be treated decently henceforward."' Those that expected to be integrated and
accepted into Northern society harbored unrealistic ideals. Certainly members of the Fenian
Brotherhood had no such goal of American assimilation in mind during their time in the War;
rather, many Fenians viewed the war as an opportunity to train for the inevitable revolution in
Ireland. The Fenian soldiers' sense of patriotic duty towards Ireland was as great, if not greater,
than that of their duty to America, and ethnically Irish brigades such as the 69th from New York
were indeed men who fought to restore the Union and those who fought with Ireland in mind. 16
Many soldiers, particularly recently arrived Irish, were devoted to Ireland more so than to
America. Eager Irish Philadelphians joined the 2nd Philadelphia Regiment, which later formed
the 25th Pennsylvania volunteers. The existence of "dual loyalties" made Irish Americans the
incessant targets for nativist attacks. A common nativist grievance was that the Irish
"'determined that neither themselves nor their children shall ever conform to American manners,
American sentiments, or the spirit of American institutions."' Intense, anti-Catholic and antiIrish language littered major newspaper publications, and as the native population sensed the
Irish support for the war was dwindling, so the intensity and scathing quality of the remarks
.
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While the majority of Irish Americans were wholeheartedly supportive of the war, a
series of events as well as trends in the war led the community to rethink and retract its
commitment to the War. The Democratic Party's strength was unchallenged among the Irish in
Philadelphia, and it constantly pandered to their fear of being economically undercut by African
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Americans. A Philadelphian recalled that '''Democrats have industrially represented that the
Republicans intend to emancipate the Negroes and make them equals of the whites,"' and thus at
the warning of the Democrats, many Irish voted to safeguard their economic interests.
Continuing Union hardships placed a strain on Irish soldiers, and as the death toll rose
dramatically in 1863 among Irish, many Irish Americans grew weary of their diminishing
numbers. The death of the celebrated Fenian and general Michael Corcoran in December of
1863 was another hard blow dealt to the Irish American community. The Irish also resented the
exemption clause which allowed wealthier citizens to purchase exemptions from service. This
clause led to the inevitable drafting of lower class citizens such as the urban Irish. As the Union
army suffered greater casualties, many Irish soldiers experienced increasing anti-Catholic
ridicule and mistreatment on the basis of their ethnicity. Over time, the Irish were experiencing a
change in perspective on the war. The dwindling support of the Irish American community for
the Union exacerbated non-Irish contempt for the Irish soldiers. One Irish soldier questioned his
treatment in the army: "'Are we at war with rebels or with the Catholic churches; are we at war
with traitors or with Catholicity?"' The Irish remained loyal to the Democratic Party as they
grew more skeptical of Abraham Lincoln's war and draft policies, their discontent materializing
in the New York Draft Riots of 1863 which were blamed on the Irish population of New York.
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Journal claimed that because "non-Catholics

judge[d] the national and political bearings of the Church by the conduct of her members
themselves," it was no surprise then that following the Draft Riots, in which hordes of Irish
Catholics participated, Americans ''infer[ed] that there [was] something in Catholicity itself
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unfavorable to loyalty, or incompatible with national sovereignty and independence." The
journal deconstructed the claim that the riot was the sole action of the Irish Catholic community,
who were "as innocent as angels, in comparison with the Democratic leaders and journalists."
Those Catholics who were involved had erred in their faith and devotion to the religion;
however, the Democratic Party, the newspaper claims, was mostly responsible for inciting the
riots. The Irish Catholic population's affiliation with the Democratic Party, then, was to their
detriment 19
Catholic clerics who remained loyal to the Democratic Party did not escape
condemnation either. New York Archbishop John Hughes helped to quell the rebellion "by
diverting [Irish] wrath from the draft to the English, the hated 'Anglo-Saxons. '" Naturally, the
newspaper claimed, clerics who associated themselves with the Democratic Party were of ethnic
stock and usually remained loyal to their immigrant population, for they were "their people, their
nation, [and] their country." These bishops, such as Hughes, remained attentive to the issues
their flock raised, and "they [felt] that they must look after the interest of foreign-born settlers in
order to promote that of Catholics." Not all clerics would defend the Irish as easily as New
York's Archbishop Hughes had. Hughes lent his voice in an attempt to persuade rioting Irish
Catholics to "'dissolve their bad associations with reckless men, who have little regard either for
Divine or human laws"' during the Riots. Hughes did not only speak on behalf of Irish civilians.
In a letter to Secretary of War Simon Cameron, Hughes defended the loyalty oflrish soldiers in
the Union: "The Catholics, so far as I know, whether of native or foreign birth, are willing to
fight to the death for support of the constitution, the Government and the laws of the Country."
As for Irish-friendly clerics- "their eyes will be fixed not primarily on this country, but on theirs,
19
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the foreign-born, especially the Irish Catholic population residing in it." The loyalty of Catholic
officials who had supported the Irish was frequently called into question, and so in the future to
prevent nativist attacks, critics advised, clerics needed to detach themselves from the interests of
their immigrant communities. 20
Irish-born John Hughes, both Bishop and Archbishop ofNew York from 1838-1864,
strove not for the Americanization of the Church and Catholic community. Rather, he chose to
highlight the democratic attributes of Catholicism and its contributions to America, celebrating
Catholicism as a crucial American institution. Hughes frequently expressed disapproval of the
Americanization ofCatholics and insisted upon an adherence to an immigrant tradition of
Catholicism. In addressing the contributions of the Catholic Church to American society,
Hughes remarked, "there is no department of knowledge in which Catholics have not been
distinguished." He believed that the pervasiveness of Catholicism was evidence enough of its
positive good for America. Hughes, like many other Bishops and clerics of this era, was born in
Ireland. In recalling his own experience in America, he reflected, "my feelings, and habits, and
thoughts have been so much identified with all that is American; that I had almost forgotten I
was a foreigner." Despite his rapid acclimation to life in the United States, Hughes' heart
remained devoted to his homeland and to his people. Perhaps because of his Irish descent, he did
not feel that the shedding of the Irish Catholic customs and lifestyle would benefit his
community of Catholics, and his appreciation for these customs and way of life was something
which Bishop Wood could never understand. 21
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The Irish American draft riots in New York solidified anti-Irish sentiment and further
stigmatized the population as "'brutal, base, cruel, cowards, and as insolent as [they are] base."'
In the aftermath ofthe draft, Archbishop Hughes addressed a large Catholic crowd. He
exclaimed: '"If you are an Irishmen, and the papers say the rioters are all Irishmen, then I so am
an Irishman, but not a rioter, for I am a man of peace. If you are Catholics, as they have said,
probably to wound my feelings, then I also am Catholic ... They call you rioters, and I cannot see
a riotous face among you., Hughes' comments point to the inseparable elements oflrish
ethnicity and Catholicism but also to the increased difficulty, in the wake of the riots, of
maintaining his position that the Catholic Church was patriotic. In order fbr anti-Catholic
sentiment to be abated, the foreign nature of the religion must be excised or Catholicism would
forever be tainted with it. One hundred miles away in Philadelphia, Bishop Wood presided over
a Catholic population that was undoubtedly touched by the draft riots. Because the nation's
skeptical eye was turned towards the Irish, Wood would have felt the pressure to maintain
control over his own community. It was not the time for celebrating Irish nationalism or
Fenianism. Now more than ever it was time to forge a new American identity. 22
Enter Moriarty

Being a people is simply like having eyes in one 's head which are
capable of seeing: Being a nationality is like having learned to perceive
their function and to understand their purpose; nationalism is like having
diseased eyes and hence being constantly preoccupied with the fact of
having eyes. -Martin Buber3
From the Infamous Charges Made Against Him by James Gorden Bennett, William L. Stone and Others" (New
York: J. Winchester, New World Press, 1844), p.6, as cited in Dohen, Nationalism, 56; Dolan, Search.
::::Bruce, Harp, 181, 183-184,219, 231.
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Fenianism grew rapidly in Philadelphia during the Civil War, and the potential Catholic
guilt of belonging to such an organization was eased by the zealous support of a member of the
Catholic clergy, Father Patrick Moriarty. Unapologetically and defiantly, Moriarty lobbied for
what he believed to be just retribution embodied in the Fenian cause. Moriarty's eloquent
defense of the Fenian movement was always meticulously justified by his crafty use of the Bible,
and it resonated clearly with many Irishmen in Philadelphia. In fact, Moriarty was a well-known
figure in the community during the Bible Riots. His ardent defense ofthe Irish during the Bible
conflict incited such hatred from Protestants that he was sent to Ireland to diffuse tension and
possibly prevent an uprising. As loud and melodious as his orations were to his fellow Fenians
and Fenian sympathizers, they were equally cacophonous and discordant in the ears of
Archbishop Wood. The conflict ofWood and Moriarty not only highlights the dual nature of an
Irish community, caught between adherence to Roman Catholicism and nationalist sentiments,
but it illustrates that the point of contention between the clergymen dealt with Moriarty's lack of
adherence to American Catholic culture. 24
The Church's refusal to adopt an official position on Fenianism was indeed baffling; an
editor commented in the Catholic publication The Universe, ''verily, this 'Fenianism' is a most
distracting subject. One Bishop says it is a secret society; another patronizes it by a contribution;
and a third illustrates in a letter to Bishops that it has the freedom oflreland in its hand. What is
it? That is the question." Bishop Wood publicly denounced the Fenians and took the
opportunity to launch a campaign against it and the Irish nationalists who supported it, using
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Moriarty as the example of Irish Catholic dissent. 25
Moriarty's strong ethnic ties to the homeland and his massive Irish Catholic following
coupled with his association with the Fenians were perceived as threatening to Bishop Wood. At
the time ofMoriarty's prominence in the community, a number of members ofthe episcopacy of
the American Church were asserting a dominant policy of"Americanization" that would
introduce immigrants to American socio-religious life as well as eventually level their ethnic
distinction so that they could properly assimilate. Bishop Wood, himself a native-born convert
of English heritage, did not believe that ethnic communities should entertain notions of
nationalism. He, along with the Pope and Archbishop Purcell and McCloskey, publicly
denounced Fenian activity on the basis that it was a so-called secret society. However, it is
undeniable that the major point of contention between Wood with the Fenians in general lies in
the un-American nature of this group and the challenge Fenians presented the clergy over control
ofthe Irish Catholic populace.
The controversial subject matter ofMoriarty's speeches as well as the overwhelming
atmosphere of Irish national pride led to the dramatic growth ofFenian population, and thus it
distinguished Moriarty as disloyal to the Americanized vision for the Church. George identifies
the first crucial moment in Moriarty's relationship with the Fenians in January of 1863, when he
delivered the oration "War in General and Its Relation to Our Times and Country." He offered a
religious defense of the Union's position in the war which pandered to the politics of the Irish
Democrats present at the oration. In a subtle tip-of-the-hat to the Fenians, Moriarty also
maintained that waging war was imperative whenever '"a whole people, groaning under a bad
government arose against wicked rulers."' While Moriarty began his political oratory career by
subtly suggesting a sense of Irish nationalism, he eventually delivered unabashedly Irish
25
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nationalist sentiment to the Irish community. The next speech's success nearly split the Catholic
community, for its unapologetically Fenian influence was either embraced or, in Wood's case,
deplored. 26
The dam restraining the floodwaters of tension finally crumbled following Moriarty's
oration entitled "What Right Has England to Rule in Ireland?" delivered in 1864 at the
Philadelphia Academy of Music. His speech was also coupled with a fundraiser for the patriot
Priest Father Lavelle in Ireland, who was in dire need of money after spending thousands to feed
the starving Irish in his diocese. Lavelle pleaded to the Irish American community for financial
assistance. Moriarty painstakingly de-legitimized the English presence in Ireland using careful
citations from the Bible, a tactic not uncommon among Irish clergy. After his religious
justification for revolution against the British, Moriarty asked:
What right then has she to be in Ireland? Not certainly to leave
a third of the most populous country in the world untilled. Not to
ruin the Christian Church. Not to embitter, between parities, every
social feeling ... Not to uncivilize by the extermination of race.
Where he deviated from the rest of the clergy, then, was his blatant endorsement of
revolution-"this rebellion is liberty itself It is something for us." Moriarty declared, "as for
tyrannical government, there is really no such thing ... if it be tyrannical, it is not, properly
speaking, a government, as no one is bound to obey it." His advocacy for violent rejection of the
English certainly did not correspond with American Catholic ideals. Moriarty drew a parallel
between the suffering Irish and the persecuted Poles. Upon completion ofhis oratory, he called
for a prayer, in which "the Academy was at once still as a church, and when the ejaculation was
ended, one universal and overwhelming amen burst from the people." Moriarty subtly criticized
Bishop Wood at the end of the oration, in which he asked the crowd to kneel and bow in
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observance of the suffering in Poland at the hands of the Russians. The Pope had called for
reflection and prayer over this example of injustice, and because the Pope did so he would also
be an enemy to injustice everywhere, including Ireland. Therefore, Moriarty suggested that the
Irish cause was a noble cause, supported implictly by the Pope. In an unpublished section of the
speech following the prayer, Moriarty claimed that the Pope "[knew] very well that all power is
from God; that a secret society--which exists, which is secret not for destruction of social laws in
the overthrow of lawful authority; not for the ruin of religion is a lawful society--and no man sins
by becoming a member of that society." A secret society can exist, therefore, when its purpose is
not for criminal intent but rather to exist for the liberation of oppressed people, such as the
'secret society' of Revolutionary Poland. He says "a secret society which aims to overthrow the
barbarian destroyer of churches, the persecutor of priests and nuns, the hunter of the population
from the country, is recognized as a good, so holy, and so successful that Pius IX gives it his
blessings. And I hope the Fenian fellows will come in for it." 27
The tremendous enthusiasm which ensued following Moriarty's speech suggests that the
parishioners and Fenians alike offered their full unfledged support ofMoriarty. James Gibbons, a
prominent Fenian and printmaker in Philadelphia, furiously printed the oration, which was
widely disseminated to the Irish community. In lauding the brilliance ofMoriarty's impassioned
oratory, Irish Catholics openly resisted the authority of Archbishop Wood. Moriarty, an
immigrant priest from Ireland, was wildly popular among his Irish parishioners who held him in
the highest esteem. 28
However, Moriarty's popularity amongst his own flock created a tumultuous and tense
relationship between Moriarty and Archbishop Wood. On the community's devotion to
2
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Moriarty, George comments, "not even the Pope could tell these people to stay away from a
speech given by 'so beloved and faithful a Priest as Doctor Moriarty.'" Perhaps the preface of
Moriarty's speech of 1864, written by publisher James Gibbons, captured the true reason behind
Moriarty> s popularity: "every Irish heart claimed him as his own ... being of the people, his heart
beat in unison with them ... he nobly served the ends of charity, and vindicated the rights of
Ireland to redress her wrongs with an eloquence never surpassed." Not only was Moriarty loved
for his charisma and his undying devotion to Ireland, but he connected with the Irish people on a
level that no other priest had achieved in Philadelphia. Wood did not evoke "the love,
veneration, and abiding confidence" from the people that they had in Moriarty, nor could he
connect with his Irish parishioners who disliked him for his English heritage. Even The
Universe, the temporary name in 1864 of the familiar publication The Catholic Herald and
Visitor, venerated Moriarty; in the publication following his infamous oration, it featured a fullsized portrait of the venerated priest. The caption underneath read: ''May the Church and the
Irish in America not soon lose him!" Surely, one explanation for Wood's intense dislike of
Moriarty is resentment for his popularity and command over the substantial Irish community. 29
Wood's personal problems with Moriarty still cannot explain the intense conflict between
the two clergymen; ultimately, Bishop Wood viewed Moriarty's actions and endorsements as
flagrant violations of American Catholic policy. Father Moriarty was a priest of the immigrant
tradition, and in maintaining his ethnic and national identity, Moriarty resisted the pressure of the
American Church to assimilate immigrant parishioners and clergy. The Civil War had raised the
stakes of assimilation, and it demanded new expressions of loyalty to the Union. The
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culmination of their feud centered upon the deliverance ofMoriarty's incendiary nationalistic
speech which, by rallying the cry for revolution in Ireland, threatened the stability of the
American Catholic Church. Upon hearing that the speech would be delivered at the Academy of
Music, Wood sent a furiously scrawled letter to Moriarty, admonishing him of the troubles that
would follow should he deliver it. Wood wrote, "I forbid absolutely the delivery ofthe Lecture.
I give due notice to you that if, despite this prohibition, you deliver it, by the very fact you will
forfeit all your faculties in this Diocese."' 30
The very language of Moriarty's proposed speech was too incendiary for deliverance; it
undermined an American tradition of Catholicism. Historian Joseph George Jr. argues that
"Wood opposed the Fenians, not the Irish," and despite the antipathy that Irish Catholics felt
towards Wood, the Bishop actually had their Catholic interest at heart. George references an
example ofWood's refusal to support a German Catholic rally for Catholic justice at home in
Germany. Wood "would not 'lend his presence to a gathering with nationalistic overtones.' Like
other American-born Catholics, Wood was determined to demonstrate that Catholics were loyal
to America only." Their refusal to submit and follow him, coupled with his knowledge of other
cases oflrish violence, lead Wood to be particularly suspicious of the Philadelphia Irish. It is
possible to ponder Wood's harboring of nativist sentiments, but the more credible explanation
for Wood's anti-Irish sentiment is the conflict of immigrant tradition versus Americanization.
Wood could not approve of delivering nationalist rhetoric to an immigrant population; only
speeches conducive to creating an American culture would be permitted. Moriarty's speech
would entice more Irish Americans into membership to the Fenian Brotherhood, which Wood
had repeatedly denounced for its un-American sentiment. Wood wrote to Moriarty that while it
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had been "painful" to him to admonish the priest, he had been ''compelled to make this
annunciation" which he "trust[ed] [he] shall do to [Wood] the justice ... to not speak." Wood felt
that Moriarty needed to be fair and true to Wood and the American Catholic tradition.
Moriarty's speech was divisive within the Catholic population. Because the Irish favored the
immigrant tradition of Catholicism, they boldly rejected the authority ofBishop Wood. The
editor of The Universe contested an article in The New York Times, which claimed that "the
Right Rev. Bishop of the diocese had taken from the Doctor the character of Priest for delivering
the lectures." The editor retorted to this that Moriarty "is under no obedience to any
Bishop ... the Pope alone has a right on his obedience." The Irish Catholic community rejected
Wood's authority because of his refusal to support their nationalist movement. 31
Moriarty replied with a hasty retraction of his previous position. He wrote:
I solemnly declare that I had not the most remote idea to give any
sanction or encouragement to the Fenian Brotherhood, as I esteem
that organization as I do now unworthy of my countenance ... I abhor
everything in the shape and name of secret societies, and of course
most fully yield assent and obedience to every order of the church in
their regard.

Never entirely sincere towards Wood, Moriarty's words were intended to mollify the agitated
Wood. While it was commonly known that the Fenians were not a secret society, Moriarty
claimed that they were. In this, Moriarty delivered to Wood exactly what Wood wanted to hear,
and it appeared as if Moriarty cast off the Irish dissenters for the sake of the American Catholic
community. Wood had arranged a meeting with Moriarty after the delivery of the oration, but
the meeting ended sourly with Moriarty stubbornly refusing to acquiesce and the Bishop
believing that in his treatment of Moriarity, "[his] manner was probably more harsh than this
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foregoing circumstances rendered necessary and expedient." Moriarty then delivered a public
apology which seemed to have satisfied Wood, and his priestly duties were once again restored
to him. However, this penance was only temporary for

Moriarty~

in 1865 he again delivered an

incendiary oration on the need to abolish British rule in Ireland. Moriarty completely retracted
his previous apology to Wood. Moriarty's intentions, however, were clear when he later wrote
to the Public Ledger and claimed that "Dr. Wood never has had any claim on [his] obedience"
and that he "ha[d] not been reprimanded by a superior." Moriarty publicly retracted his retraction
at another lecture in 1865 in the Academy ofMusic. He admitted, "I said the Fenian
organization was composed in part of 'fools and knaves.' That assertion I now retract as
publicly as I made it. .. I know it to be wrong ... I know a large number of men reputed to be
members of the Fenian organization in this city for many years, and know them as good, honest,
upright and honorable citizens." Moriarty's bold defiance of the Bishop epitomizes the conflict
between the immigrant and American tradition of Catholicism: immigrants saw no need to
acquiesce or assume the American form and therefore, they clung tightly and stubbornly to their
traditions. 32
Bishop Wood derived justification for his harsh stance on Philadelphia Fenians by
looking to other examples of repression of the organization. The Catholic Herald published a
"Letter from the Pope" in which the Pope addressed Bishop McHale oflreland concerning
Father Lavelle, an ardent supporter ofFenianism. It was "disagreeable, and indeed painful" for
the Pope to learn of Lavelle's endorsement of the organization. Societies such as the Fenian
Brotherhood, which was a secret society in Ireland, were "pernicious and adverse to the Catholic
faith." Father Lavelle, following his public retraction, had "since fallen into a worse way" and
continued his lobbying. The Pope had consequently banned Lavelle from practicing his duties,
3
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and the Pope entreated the other clergy to ''repress his audacity, to recall him from his own
duties ... repair the scandal he has given to the faithful, and seriously to consult his conscience."

33

A mass gathering ofFenians in Jones' Woods, NY in 1866 received much criticism
from Archbishop McCloskey, who ardently denounced the Fenian agitation and urged
parishioners to boycott the gathering at Jones' Woods in New York. The Nelr York Times
reported that on the same day of the meeting, McCloskey issued a circular which "express[ ed]
the sentiments of that large body of educated, industrious, and thoughtful Irish-Americans who
have taken and who will take no part in the present insane attempt to revolutionize their native
country." Archbishop Purcell of Cincinnati also adopted a tough approach to Fenianism. Bishop
Wood submitted a card to a local newspaper written by Archbishop Purcell which denounced the
Fenians for their secret nature. Purcell concludes the letter with the reasoning that Irish
nationalism can indeed be separated from Catholicism. He writes:
I love Ireland, I desire its independence, deplore its sad fate for the
last three hundred years, especially under the galling yoke of England's
injustice, inhumanity, and tyranny; but I have no faith that the Fenian
head centres, or State centres, could govern her if they had the chance.
On the contrary, I believe they would give her a worse Constitution,
and make her condition worse than it is at present. And I therefore
conjure every man who has any respect for my judgment and advice,
to have nothing to do with the Fenians.
Purcell thus claimed patriotic devotion to Ireland, but he was able to distance himselfwith his
ethnic identification when nationalistic elements were introduced. His opposition to the Fenians
proved that Wood was not alone in condemning the Fenians, and it expressed a desire to excise
the church ofun-American elements.
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their Irish nationalism, while other more radical Irishmen involved retained their hopes for
violent revolution. Numbers oflrish Americans in Philadelphia, Boston, New York, and other
cities chose to wait for the time when conditions in Ireland and America were opportune to
launch a second, violent attempt at revolution. 37
For the Philadelphia Irish, that opportunity would present itself in the midst of the Civil
War. Support for Fenianism in Philadelphia was tremendous, and it was not met without
contempt from native-bam Americans and Bishop Wood. Philadelphia's Irish Catholic
population did not share Bishop Wood's belief that Catholicism was incompatible with
Fenianism and Irish nationalism. Father Moriat1y provided the justification and support needed
for the Irish Catholics to feel guiltless in their support of the Fenian cause. The Irish Catholic
Philadelphians, in their refusal to dissociate with the Fenian Brotherhood and their dedication to
Irish nationalism and Father Moriarty, consequentially challenged Bishop Wood's authority and
the American Catholic tradition.
Many Philadelphia Irish Catholics openly embraced Fenianism, as evidenced by their
public displays oflrish nationalism. In 1863, the Philadelphia Fenians boldly assembled for the
celebration of Saint Patrick's Day, much to the chagrin of the clergy in opposition. They also
adopted a meeting house in the city and christened it Fenian Hall, a space where important
meetings and rallies were frequently held. Massive fundraising efforts ensued, and the Fenian
coffer filled rapidly. Before Moriarty's famous oration in 1864, the Fenian organization was
thriving in the United States. Officially unharmed by clergy, save a few stray bishops, and
wealthy from the funds of many generous Irish Americans, the Fenians enjoyed widespread
popularity and swelling membership figures. The I.R.B. was thriving in Ireland, thanks mostly
to contributions from the American Fenians. The words of the beleaguered Father Lavelle in
3
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the general mood was overflowing with republican sentiment and Irish nationalism. The New

York Herald reported: "There was nothing to prevent them going forward afterwards as private
citizens, and going over to Ireland as mere passengers, to aid in her struggle, and in such a
manner as would not give offence to America, or to involve her in any way whatever." Irish
Americans had gathered for a meeting of the Irish Republican Union, an organization which rose
quickly in 1848 in New York in anticipation of revolution in Ireland. Its purpose was to "supply
[Ireland]" with "Republican spirit" and "military science," "in the person of a few thousand
Americanized Irishmen, who are now willing and ready to embark in her battle." While some
members chose to contribute to the efforts in Ireland financially, others provided ammunition
and manpower to aide the Irish cause for revolution. Undoubtedly, many members in attendance
were members of the Irish Brigade, soldiers trained in America and prepared to "conquer or die"
in Ireland. 36
Irish American mobilization for the revolution was unprecedented. The Philadelphia
Irish, enthusiastic with the prospect of revolution and just retribution, had also witnessed the
intense mobilization for the revolution; one meeting was recorded in Philadelphia in June in
which men proudly displayed Irish flags. Perhaps even more excited were the displaced Famine
exiles who had been waiting for an opportunity such as this. The Irish fervor spread to Boston
and a large rally was held in Vauxhall Gardens, NY. However, this surge of passion for the
homeland was short-lived. As efforts for revolution in Ireland ended in vain, so too did efforts
for revolutionary agitation in America. Irish Americans who had once vociferously lobbied for
support of the revolution recoiled away from their public platforms and campaigns into "political
and rhetorical retreat." Those ardently involved in the movement found other ways to channel
36
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and "issued a laconic fulmination" against the Fenians. His denouncing ofthe Fenians while
inside of an Irish Catholic parish was symbolic of the fact that Wood saw no place for overt and
violent Irish nationalism in Catholicism. It was acceptable for the Irish to celebrate their patron
saint without giving too much attention to the problem oflrish independence or the Fenian
agenda. That same day, Father Moriarty once again emerged to speak at the Philadelphia Music
Academy. The topic of his speech this time was "Ireland: The Apostle, the Nation, the Faith,"
however it was delivered without mention ofthe Fenian Brotherhood. 35
The debate between Moriarty and Wood is rarely discussed as a historical event, but its
significance is tremendous as it highlights the conflict between the American Catholic Church
and newly arrived immigrants. The struggle for the Church to remove national influence
amongst immigrant populations through implementing a policy of Americanization continued
was epitomized in the Philadelphia example of Wood and Moriarty. Not only did it illustrate the
deep attachment of the Irish Catholic community to its patriot Priest, Father Moriarty, and the
growing sense of national pride within the community, but it demonstrates the unwillingness of
an American Bishop to tolerate overt expressions of Irish nationalism in an American Catholic
Church.

The Fenian Masses
Expressions oflrish nationalism were not uncommon among Irish Catholic populations
in America. In fact, Irish Catholics in New York had readily jumped to the defense of their
homeland in 1848 as the prospects for revolution in Ireland seemed hopeful. The reports from
the meeting held at Tammany Hall in 1848 were overwhelmingly hopeful; the Hall was packed,
35 Brady. Kevin 'Thaddeus. Fenians and the Faithfit/: Philadelphia's Irish Republican Brotherhood and the Diocese
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Ireland added fodder for the Fenian machine, and he insisted: "That no society, secret, oathbound, or otherwise, falls under the censure of the Church, unless its aim and object be to subvert
religion and just and legitimate civil society." Therefore, according to Lavelle, because many
Fenians were in fact Catholic and religious, they were immune to the charge to disloyalty.
Lavelle appealed to the Irish American community to help fund his debt incurred for feeding the
starving peasants of Ireland. This provided an opportunity for the Philadelphia Fenians to hold
another fundraising event and perhaps bring the limelight to the city. 38
The Philadelphia Bishop, in his open denunciation of the Fenian Brotherhood, clearly
explained that the organization was not favored due to its failure to align itself with the vision of
the Church, and Irish Catholics must not look to the Fenian example in conducting their lives
within Philadelphia. Bishop Wood issued an encyclical in 1864 which openly denounced the
Fenians, who he believed were members of a secret organization, and he adamantly insisted that
those associated or those involved "leave these evil associations, and, by a speedy and severe
penance ... seek reconciliation with the Church." He urged that the clergy comply with his
wishes, reminding them of their duty to remind their parishioners "the spirit of docility and
obedience" that they must not only show to their God but to their Church. Catholics must
possess submissive qualities and must exhibit deference to authority, not dream of revolting
against a foreign government. Therefore, "they should labor to conform themselves in all things
to the commands and desires of the Church, and to avoid, with the most scrupulous care, all that
she disproves and condemns." Surely, if the Bishop aimed to achieve a truly American Catholic
Church, old world attachments must be shed and parishioners must look toward those guiding
them in their newly adopted country.
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Irish Catholics and Fenians viewed Fenianism as perfectly compatible with Roman
Catholicism. The Chicago convention of 1863 established the Fenian precedent regarding the
church. Wary of depicting themselves as an organization in conflict with the church, the Fenians
sought to create a positive, conflict-free image with the church. Countering the claim that the
Fenians required members to give an oath for membership and that it was a secret society, the
Fenians declared that "there being no pledge of secrecy there can be no sin in becoming a Fenian
brother ... where there is no oath required there is no sin ... in joining the Fenian brotherhood."
Therefore, the Fenians avoided papal condemnation and action from the church on a technicality.
The Irish, they believed, had received a mandate from God to wrest Ireland from the suffocating
grip of England. James Gibbons, a prominent Fenian in Philadelphia, often drew upon religious
language in his personal letters to highlight the connection between Catholicism and the quest for
Irish freedom. In a letter to "My Dear Friend," Gibbons wrote, "God in his goodness will
smooth a path for Irish liberty but we must be prepared to go on that path." How then, could a
Bishop such as Wood refuse to allow the Irish to fulfill their divine destiny? Additionally, an
"Address of the Fenian Brotherhood ofPhiladelphia" echoed similar religious sentiment. The
document, which aimed to rally support among "Irishmen and friends oflreland in
Pennsylvania," reads: "Remember that God's truth and providence are always in harmony, and
the right has never been delegated by Divine authority to the English government to exterminate
a whole people. No! It is God's providence that the Irish race shall live." Catholic publications
were also responsible for the dissemination of overly nationalistic rhetoric. An editor's comment
regarding Fenian condemnation by Bishop Flannery ofKillaloe, Ireland, sarcastically noted that
there was nothing wrong in insisting upon justice for an oppressed people. It reads, "A Bishop,
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accusing a multitude of people of being favorable to a society, which is calculated to emancipate
them from tyranny, answered by a patriot Priest, who stirringly asks the people if they hated
foreign rule [and they all agreed]. .. We are sorry that Bishop Flannery ofKillaloe has got this
rebuke, but he should not have meddled with the public spirit ofthe inhabitants ofCorofina."
Newspaper publications shamelessly glorified the Irish cause for freedom as well as the
. , s most bl
commumty
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In the days following Moriarty's famed oration in 1864, the Irish community was ablaze
with the discussion of its success. Catholic publications included the full text of his speech; each
paper generously describing the popular reception of the speech and lauding Moriarty as a truly
skilled and morally righteous orator. The text of the editorial comments in The Universe's
reprint of his speech reiterates the intense devotion of the community to their priest, Father
Moriarty. The article opens with the assertion that "Dr. Moriarty is not the Bishop of the
diocese, but he reigns supreme in the hearts of all the faithful of the place." Normally, a Catholic
community would adhere to the word of the Bishop who is the supreme religious authority for
the region. Philadelphia Irish Catholics deviated from the norm in expressing their loyalty to
Father Moriarty instead of their Bishop. Father Moriarty belonged to the Order of Saint
Augustine, which owes its allegiance to the prior general and not the Bishop of the diocese,
therefore he possibly felt no need to adhere to the Bishop's requests at all. The editor describes
the success of his powerful speech, claiming that "we Irish people are the Catholics of
America ... [and we] love him as we love no other Priest in our midst." The Irish constituted the
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majority of the Catholic population in Philadelphia, but Bishop Wood's vision of American
Catholicism did not include the immigrant tradition in which parishioners retained strong
nationalistic sentiments for the homeland. He sought instead to incorporate ethnic immigrants
into one unified Catholic body. The editor incorrectly asserts then that ''had Bishop Wood
himself been present, he would confirm these remarks, and he would have been carried away by
the overwhelming Irish enthusiasm of the moment." Not only did Wood disagree with rallying
for a national cause other than that of America, but Wood vehemently denounced anything in
association with the Fenian cause. Therefore, his reaction to the "enthusiasm" would be less
than pleased. Certainly, Wood would not have felt that Moriarty's oration was "the philosophy
of right, ofhistory, ofthe noblest patriotism." Unlike the Irish community, Bishop Wood did not
view Moriarty as morally upright in his patriotic devotion or denunciation of the tyrannies of
Great Britain. 41
This language would have disgusted Wood, who did not feel that Irish nationalism
fulfilled any religious purpose or contributed to the American Catholic culture. The rhetoric of
Irish nationalism was frighteningly powerfuL Irish nationalism presented a diversion for Irish
immigrants from their assimilation and acclimation to an American Catholic church. Not only
the Irish but other Catholics saw no harm in supporting such a cause. A Frenchman, M.A.
Frenaye, wrote to Bishop Wood following Moriarty's speech: ''I am a Frenchman, but I am a
Catholic first and I will never suffer my nationality to impair my allegiance to you as my bishop.
Dr. Moriarty is evidently the lion of the day, the hero of the Irish name ... let him enjoy his
triumph. % of your Irish population, my impression is, are now [arranged] in opposition to you.
God alone can be your council." While the Frenchman realizes the intense nationalist fervor of
41
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the Irish and perhaps feels it is incongruous with a devotion to American Catholicism, the
undeniable strength of the Fenian support would be difficult to quell.
The Irish priest posed a threat to the Church because he provided the essential link
between Fenians and Irish Catholics reluctant to join the revolutionary movement. With the
endorsement ofMoriarty, the Fenians continued their religious devotions alongside of their
revolutionary work without the guilt of participating in a nationalist organization. The Fenians
utilized Moriarty as a critical tool to elicit support from Irish Catholics weary of the Fenian
rhetoric but still contemptuous of the British. Moriarty encouraged overt expressions of
nationalism and proved to loyal Irish Catholics that one may remain devoted to both the Church
and country of origin. Consequentially, Father Moriarty and the Fenians led the Irish Catholic
population astray from the American Catholic tradition desired by Bishop Wood.

Conclusion
What was left of the Catholic Church to do with a stubborn immigrant population?
Bishop Wood relented in his condemnation of Moriarty and the Brotherhood, realizing that the
Fenians' strength would soon dissipate. Moriarity delivered one last oration which angered
Bishop Wood in May of 1865. He continued his vituperations against Britain in the years that
followed, but the storm had passed between Wood and Moriarty, their public argument had
ceased. Bishop Wood even attended and read prayers at Moriarty's funeral in 1875. The
national Fenian organization would suffer a schism inl865, shortly after the timeframe of the
Moriarty-Wood debate. The faction who retained Philadelphia Fenian support would turn its
stored military enthusiasm towards Canada, launching a number of failed successive invasions.
The repeated failures of the Fenian regiments in Canada, internecine leadership conflict, and
other factors led to the weakening of the Fenians and Fenian support throughout the country.
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The papal decree of 1870, which declared the Fenian Brotherhood and all forms of secret
societies to be illegal, put the last nails in the Fenian coffin. Fenianism in Philadelphia began to
fizzle and had faded out ofthe national picture by the 1870s and was virtually extinct by the
1880s. However, the death of the Fenians did not signify that Irish nationalism was dead; it went
into temporary repose. Just as the Irish clung strongly to their British grudges, so too did they
maintain their aspirations for freedom at home. 42
In the aftermath of the Fenian campaign, Irish Catholics were hopeful that their
contribution to the Catholic tradition would be invaluable. John Francis Maguire optimistically
projected that a "practical adherence to [the] Church" for Catholics would be quite "beneficial to
Catholics in America," as it would also improve the Catholic image in the country. What exactly
Maguire meant by a "practical adherence" was left for Irish Catholics to decide. Surely,
nationalist Irish Catholics perceived themselves to be "steady, sober, diligent, faithful" even if
they remained devoted to their nationalist cause. Undoubtedly, Irish Americans believed they
had chartered the straight path-they could not only simultaneously "maintain the honor of their
country and the truth of their religion, but do much to remove prejudice" by their faithful
adherence to American Catholicism. The violent rhetoric of the Fenian Brotherhood had faded
from the meeting halls and parishes, and the community turned once again towards bettering its
image and strength in Philadelphia.
By 1868, Archbishop McKioskey of New York felt that the outlook for Catholics was
improving day by day, and the Catholic Church reported positive success with its Americanizing
mission. Strong Catholic education not only strengthened Irish presence in the city, but it
ensured the perpetuation of the Catholic faith in the community. Addressing nativists and those
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suspicious of Irish Catholics, McKloskey proclaimed: "The prophecy concerning us has
failed ... nowhere does [Catholicism] spread its roots more widely or sink them more deeplynowhere does it put forth more rapid growth, or flourish with more health and vigor." This
newfound confidence signaled not only that Catholicism had firmly established itself in
American society but that clerics began to acknowledge the American virtues of the Catholic
Church. 43
In 1880, John Lancaster Spalding, Archbishop ofPeoria, authored a text which served as

a testament to the strength and presence of Irish Catholics in America. Irish Catholics were
notable for "their unalterable attachment to their priest," which was certainly the case of Father
Moriarty and his Irish Catholics and Fenians. Also commendable among the Irish was "their
deep Catholic instincts, which no combination of circumstances has ever been able to bring into
conflict with the love of their country; the unworldly and spiritual temper of their national
character." At the time this book was published in 1880, the Fenian Brotherhood was but a
memory in the minds of many Irish Catholics and no longer a menace to clerics. Whereas Wood
expressed disdain in the 1860s for the overt expressions of Irish nationalism, Spalding believed
that "the congregation of [Irish] born emigrants ... has had the effect of making the Catholic
Church ... a noticeable and respectable fact." While generous in his description of the Irish
Catholics, the Catholic population enjoyed a greater amount of respect among the Bishops for
their apparent obedience and devotion to the faith. By this time in 1880, the American Catholic
vision was almost entirely achieved, and Catholic clerics such as Spalding felt comfortable
enough in their position to glorifY the rapid and impressive growth of the Church. The Church,
Spalding believed, with the aide of the Irish participation, was "co-extensive with the country,
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embracing North and South, East and West ... It has acquired the right of domicil, it has become
the nation's life. ,-H
The Irish Catholic community had unanimously elected Father Moriarty to be the
shepherd of their flock. His connectedness with the Irish population was undeniable, and Irish
Catholic devotion to Moriarty illustrated that they were not interested in sacrificing their
immigrant tradition of religion for a bland American version at the time in the 1860s. However,
because Irish Catholics saw no problem in supporting Irish nationalist causes, they did not feel
that their loyalty had wavered to their Church. Bishop Wood waged a lonely battle in
Philadelphia; save a few clerical voices of support, Wood's support within the Philadelphia
Catholic community was minimal during the time of his conflict with Moriarty. Wood's
unrelenting pursuit and condemnation ofMoriarty revealed Wood's intense devotion to forging a
new identity to improve Philadelphia's Catholic image throughout the nation. Whether Wood
harbored nativist sentiments or despised the immigrant tradition, what is clear is that Wood
denounced the Fenians for their close association with and contamination of the Catholic
community in Philadelphia. 45
The Catholic Church had battled with the Fenians, and it eventually prevailed. The goals
of Americanizing the Catholic Church were eventually achieved, and a unified American Church
would arise from the struggles for establishment in the 1860s. The conflict between Father
Moriarty and Bishop Wood had abated; unity was maintained in the Philadelphia diocese. The
Irish remained a powerful and influential force within the American Catholic community. The
Fenians provided the Irish with a cause noble and dear to their hearts. It helped them to
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organize, to demonstrate their strength and unity, and it enabled them to assist their suffering
brethren at home. Support tor the Fenian Brotherhood was the first significant display of power
and unity within the Irish Catholic population, a display so desperately needed after the
community's faltering during the Kensington Riots. While Fenianism eventually faded away,
the Church incompletely uprooted nationalist expression and devotion within the Irish Catholic
community. Irish nationalism would assume new forms and means of expression, and the
tradition of the Fenians remained. The Church may have succeeded in censoring vociferous
dissenters such as Moriarty and denouncing the Fenians, but it could not quell the spirit of the
Irish community.
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